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Lawrence Un' . . 
MR, ~N HIRBY is not singing, nor will he sing at the 
DoWD.~cil Talent Show tomorrow night at 8:00 p.m. His 
dog, Simnie, will handle the vocals accompanied by her 
master;:Ahe Dean oLMen, on piano. 
C.thyBoggs 
"TJl~,JJlOst sensational en-
terlalimient LaWFence has seen 
Bhi Dells piano con-
certJ !YS entrepreneur Thea 
Ell!!J 10f Saturday night's 
•
CJ!lty Talent S}low. She 
er Hope Davis are 
the Downer Council-
~ preformance, to be 
held at 8 ,pm in the Chapel. 
'lbesJiowiias been in the works 
for two terms, and : Downer's 
dynamic duo feel · that the 
program Will be a real block-
buster. !-'Thereismoreraw talent 
in tb_ls ihow than .it was thought 
!Maible.to fmd in the-Lawrence 
~-." said Ellery. It was Dnll088il!Je to reach Davis for 
cDlll!llentas she has been holed 
up m ~ for the past-
monlb. llowever it was learned 
~f an inside ;ourc~ that she . 
. ler.mecttbesh~ ''a sure-fire 
WIDnei, With something for . 
everyone," 
For students of the dance, there 
are the Tap Dancing Deans, 
Pillinger and Sneed. Rock fans 
will thrill to the debut of the 
sensational new group, Upward 
Gaze . Those who prefer a softer 
sound will enjoy Jim Rand and 
his guitar. For Connies, there is 
the piano and singing duo of Steve 
Hirby and His Wonder Dog. And 
for those people who don't like 
any sort of music, there is the 
vocal trio of Joe Bruce, Chris 
McCarthy and Loyal Cowles (or, 
Cowles and his Loyal Buckaroos -
name subject to change). 
These and other top-drawer 
acts promise to make Saturday's 
talent show one of the most ex-
citing entertainment events in 
Lawrence's history. Best of all , 
it's free . However , if anyone feels 
that they should make some 
return to the performers, 
donations will be accepted at the 
door for the upcoming Women's 
Symposium Week . 
ivers1ty, Appleton, Wisconsin 
Friday, 22 February, 1974 -------------
New Housing Policy Goes 
From Chance to Choice 
by Chris McCarthy 
The Housing Committee 
recently sent President Smith a 
report recommending a new 
housing_ policy. The new policy 
would, if accepted , allow upper 
class students to keep their 
present rooms . The old lottery 
system would be abolished in 
fav?r of a first-come-first-serve 
basis. Other changes would apply 
to people wanting to live off. 
campus, or planning to be absent 
fall term of next year . 
The new housing plan, similar 
to those used by "95 per cent of 
the colleges" · is the result of 
exten~ed study by the housing 
committee. The responsibility for 
housing was transferred from the 
Dean 's Office to the Director of 
Dormitories, Mr. Haynes office. 
It was recommended that a study 
be done, and LUCC in con-
junction with Haynes , c'reated the 
housing committee. 
To be eligible for a room 
students must have an authorized 
card which is notarized by the 
Business Office when they pay 
their $100 deposit for the next 
academic year . They are sup-
posed to write their first three 
choices for rooms on the card. 
The housing office assigns 
rooms in five steps. 
In the first step, the housing 
office and the admissions office 
get together and decide on how 
many freshmen rooms need to be 
reserved. The counselor's rooms 
are also selected at this time. 
Although there may be changes 
because of the changing number 
of freshmen, the same rooms will 
usually be used from year to 
year. Thus present freshmen will 
have to vacate their rooms at the 
end of the year. 
In this first step, the housing 
office will also take care of the 
off-campus housing. This year, it 
is estimated that 40 people will be 
allowed to live off-campus. 
The second step involves the 
small houses and the fraternities . 
The small houses will be given 
away to blocks as usual. Mr. 
Haynes added that people 
presently living in the small 
houses will get first choice for 
their house if at least 50 percent 
of the present tenants remain 
and if they can fill the house . Th~ 
fraternity houses will be 
arranged for at this time so that 
brothers will know if they will be 
hv~ng in the frat houses or not. 
This also tells Haynes which 
houses aren't filled so that in-
dependents can be placed in any 
empty rooms . LUCC is recom-
mending a study of the fraternity 
housing system. 
After groups of people have 
been housed , step three goes into 
effect. In this step all people who 
want to keep the rooms they are 
presently in should tell Haynes. 
They will get the room. They 
cannot be displaced by up-
perclassmen . 
There are exceptions. Only 
people who will be seniors next 
year will have any claims to their 
singles . Freshmen have no claim 
to their rooms at all because their 
rooms will house next year's 
freshmen. People who will not be 
here one of next year's three 
terms have to make special 
arrangements with Haynes. 
The fourth and fifth steps work 
on a seniority basis. The seniors 
will go through both steps before 
the juniors start step 4, and so on. 
Haynes has worked out a system 
to determine class status. By the 
end of winter term, anyone with 
22 credits will qualify as a senior 
for the room choosing. Thirteen 
credits are necessary for junior 
standing, and 4112 credits will 
make students sophomores . 
In step 4, students will indicate 
if they have a preference for 
returning to-the same dorm next 
year. If there are rooms in that 
dorm available, they will get 
them. This will be done on a first-
come-first-serve basis. That is, if 
a sophomore wants to return to 
Trever the following year , he 
should be among the first to go to 
Haynes' office on the days 
reserved for sophomores wanting 
to return to Trever . Haynes said 
that for each class, two or three 
days will be reserved for every 
dorm. 
Step 5 involves those students 
who want to move into another 
dorm. This is open lo the entire 
class and will also go on a first -
come-first-sefve basis . 
There are several oth er 
suggestions made by the housing 
committee to help all evi a te 
several problems experienced in 
the past. To avoid rooming 
hassles for people returning from 
off campus program s, a ll 
students returning in Term II or 
III can only choose rooms if they 
arrange for a student who is 
going on an off-campus program 
at the same time the first person 
returns. Any students who have 
not returnoo to campus by the 
tenth day of Term I is considered 
a no -show and his room will go to 
whoever is on the top of the 
rooming list. 
Any people wishing to hold a 
double or a suite with specific 
people must go to Haynes ' office 
together. If they are in different 
classes, the upperclassman can 
hold both halves of a double. In 
the case of a suite, a majority of 
its proposed residents must 
reserve the room before it will be 
for all. 
There are Sf!veral problems 
which still need to be ironed out. 
The students on off-campus 
programs first term have not 
been fully arranged for. Students 
on such programs in Term III 
when the rooms are chosen will 
be mailed the cards but exactly 
(Con't. on P . 5 col. 4) 
City Council Approves 
College Ave. Boulevard 
Yalrly-Triviality Ends Again 
It appears that the controversy 
concerning College Avenue is far 
from over, despite the Appleton 
City Council's decision of Feb. 6 
to widen the avenue by placing a 
boulevard from Drew to Randolf 
Street and a 52-foot wide concrete 
pavement east to Rankin Street. 
The decision of the council 
followed a recommendation from 
Appleton's Streets and Sanitation 
Committee, but support was far 
from unanimous. 
the eventual re-routing of the 
avenue. The city planning con-
sultants will come in with their 
final, long-range recom-
mendation in early or mid-1975. 
All of the major interest groups, 
with the exception of the LU 
Alumni Association, wanted the 
city to hold off major im-
provements on the thoroughfare 
until that report is received. h A Song in Your Lizard 
At ~Baty J. Richardson 
foe~ p.rn. all attention was 
the ~ ·op the rectangular box on 
scra ~IE! with "Pioneer" 
The Wied in .si!ver on the front. 
&lislen •Ymbohc green dial 
cubicieedthThe White cinder block 
one s~e °ih mean~ for only 
bey~d ,me to expand far 
This e •ts Jl'!l'mal boundaries. 
COQsi.t....i'!~ns1on wa·s . needed 
iobit'i;J'~-~!- throngs whose 
naval b"1e to be experts in 
Island" \~ory, "Gilligan's 
~l'lnan • Highe gnomes . of the 
dicti!'D&rY. Command, and 
Waiting for role$. They were 
Fina1Ir, e Super Guruda. 
holi 1 Jt happened. What 
celebrated during the 
Of November? Who 
body with· a brain in 
Y idea of what the 
All that could be 
was that it was 
ebrate something 
No one in the 
ever heard of 
~ Soup Week. 
all ·of you 
with the 3.49 g.p.a's feel? 
The final tabulations had to be 
made. The tension would need a 
chain saw to be sliced. There was 
talk of negotiations with one of 
the contending teams. There was 
talk•of a playoff. There was talk 
-of cheating, and the fairness of 
the accusations. There were the 
constant threats on the life of the 
General Manager of WLFM for 
his giving The Fourth Tower of 
Inverness radio time that could 
have better been used advocating 
the saving of human manure as a 
food substance. 
Finally, an hour after the Fox 
Valley came in first in the Stupid 
Derby again , the results were 
finalized. Lizard had won · Sky 
King was a close secon?, and 
Kirwood Dirby a strong third. All 
were called down to claim the 
awards they coveted so muchci 
What would you do for an °1 
round black cushion with WLFM 
1974 . TRIVIA CONTEST 
engraved in red paint? All of the 
big winners marched to th~ 
Music Drama Center an 
claimed the spoils of war. 
It was a contest that was 
marked with the emergence of 
Lizard on its own after two years 
of living under the shadow of_ Mad 
Dog and Sammy's Pizza. Lizard 
was the freshman team that 
started 90 minutes behind all 
other Trivia teams four years a~o 
and finished fifth , using well_ ,ts 
most effective weapon, guessing 
blindly . 
The contest saw some changes 
this year. some of which were 
necessary. but al the same time 
took a lot of the fun out of Tnv1a . 
The most crushing blow wou)d 
seem to be banning the calling m 
of answers under more _ than one 
team name. The institution of this 
rule would seem to be a result of 
the armadillo invasion of last 
When thousands of the little year , 1 crea lures found themse ves 
era wli ng through the radio 
speakers in naked, dead f~ee 
. · t golden and bush-ltke 
spin , ' f th f s While it took all O e 
c~':a.1ti~ity out of Tri~ia, this rte 
!so prevented an mvas10n y 
!alamanders, iguanas, weasels, 
(Con't. on P. 7 col. 3) 
Running counter to recom-
mendations from the Appleton 
Redevelopment Authority, Ap-
pleton's city planning consultants 
Harland Bartholomew and 
Associates, Lawrence President 
Thomas Smith, the Appleton 
Downtown Retail Association and 
Lawrence's Alumni Association , 
the measure to boulevard the 
street passed on a 13-6 vote. 
The College Avenue con-
troversy has been a subject of 
interest to Lawrentians since it 
first became known last October 
that the city planned to widen the 
street into a high-speed , four-lane 
artery. Last October 1, President 
Smith and Marwin Wrolstad, vice 
president of business affairs, 
presented what was then con-
sidered a "compromise plan" 
that called for widening the 
roadway to 61 feet, allowing for a 
13-foot boulevard median. The 
city's plan would have widened 
the a venue to 52 feet. 
At that time, Wrolstad ex-
pressed hopes that both plans 
would be rejected and long-
range planning undertaken for 
Despite the 13~ vote , debate on 
the issue has not ended. Aid. 
Beverly Wieckert introduced two 
further resolutions at the meeting 
which would specify that further 
study_ of alternative proposals 
would continue and that the 
project itself could not proceed 
before positive assurance of 
federal aid for the proposed 
widening. 
Appleton's public works 
director, Robert Miller, has 
already submitted requests for 
the 70 percent federal aid that 
would be available for a project 
of this type. He anticipated at the 
Feb. 6 meeting of the city council 
that aid would not be available 
until at least 1975. 
Another alderman opposing the 
plan approved by the council was 
Walter Kalata, the campus 's 
principle alderman. His efforts 
tried to make the pavement east 
of the boulevard temporary. 
Kalata was one of several guest 
speakers appearing in Riverview 
Lounge at a public symposium on 
the issue last Oct. 18 that was 
attended by over 100 Lawrence 
students . 
• 
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Housing Solution? 
The new proposed housing policy should not be acc_epted 
without careful examination of possible effects and without 
some assurance that it will be an improvement over the 
present lottery system. Although the Housing Committee has 
conducted a thorough study of the housing problem at 
Lawrence, we have some initial reservations about the 
recommended plan : . . 
1) One of the perennial problems of housmg 1s that 
sophomores to be get a raw deal. How will this policy help 
them get a better deal at all? . . 
2) Since rooms will be assigned on a first-come-first-serve 
basis, will students end up camping for days in front of Mr. 
Haynes' office? -
3) Under a lottery, students could easily determine who 
their neighbors would be simply by watching the charts as the 
rooms were claimed. In this way one could pick dorms and 
rooms with a fair knowledge of who he-she would be living 
near. This is encouraging for those who would live near their 
friends. Would the new system facilitate or hinder this 
determination? 
4) How are the students who will be on off-campus 
programs going to be handled? They do not fit clearly into the 
proposed sch~me. In the days of the lottery, everyone was 
remembered. 
5) This system will go on for 6 weeks. While the old lottery 
system was hectic, it only lasted two or three days . There was 
no waiting around . Is it worth going through 6 weeks of waiting 
in front of Haynes' office, for a little organization? Moreover , 
is the plan too complicated and clumsy to achieve that 
organization? 
6) The people who can really benefit from the _new plan are 
the sophomores who can hold their old rooms before the 
juniors get a chance at them. But these are the same 
sophomores who were placed in bad rooms this year. Why 
should they want to stay in their old rooms? The point is that 
there doesn't seem to be any real advantage to this system. 
And finally , 
7 ) From all indications it is not the students, who have to 
live by the housing plan, who object to the lottery system. It is 
the deans who are insistent on the new plan. Is there a good 
reason to change it? 
Innovative Programs 
This year two innovative one-third credit courses have 
been offered at Lawrence. "The Presidency in Crisis" 
featured scholars in the field of constitutional history in a 
lecture-seminar series during fall term , while the recently-
concluded course in "Public Policy Analysis" featured 
Congressman Les Aspin in a week of seminars and public 
lectures. Two notable tesults were achieved by these courses . 
First, the public lectures drew consistently large audiences 
from both Lawrence and the Appleton community . Second the 
seminars provided fine opportunities for students to further 
explore these subjects. · 
Hopefully, more programs which utilize outside scholars 
and which deal with topical issues in an academic manner wili 
b_e forthcoming. Conceivably, three one-third credit courses 
(m the humanities, social sciences, or natural sciences) could 
be offered during the same term . This would enable a student 
to receive a full credit for taking all three, while other students 
w?uld be a?le to ~~e one or two . Such a series, while ad-
mittedly qm~e amb1t10us, could serve to diversify the school's 
course offerings and open more flexibility into our trimester 
system. If three seminars featuring outside lecturers during 
one term are impracticable, some faculty members might be 
persuaded to offer one-t~ird credit seminars on related topics. 
Of course, one-half credit c~urses could be arranged as well. 
. In any event, we have witnessed this year an encouraging 
~1gn that Lawren<:e is willing and able to expand and diversify 
~~ . c~urse offen!l~s. H_opefully , with continued faculty 
m!hahve ~n? admm1strahve support, programs such as these 
will be ongmated, continued, and expanded. 
Changing of Guard 
. {!nfortunat~ly, the editors of the Lawrentian will be 
retmng after this term . It was bound to happen sn1 th h 
must go on, (somehow) without us If an of 0 · 
1 
' es ow 
willing and-or capable of filling. our %one~/ out ~here feel 
should send your petition for editorship (Ter;ell~ t1~s, you 
and Term I next year) to Rick Fessler (Orm IS year 
Petitions are due by next Thursday, Februar:bis'.' ext. 355) · 
-_eelJ,el,,4 ~ ,Hts c~ . ~-
-, . "ice or to staff membe rs. No 
. d to the Lawren ,an OJJ • d I d Le ff e rs ma v he · subm11te . /th ou h th e write r :.,-11arne may be e e te upon 
11 11 sig 11 ed le tte rs will bP.pnn~d. : wfdnesday: te llers must be typed. do_ub/e 
request. Copy deadltne ,s p . ·.,, incorrec t form may not appear ,n th e '·'.sue 
,·,,ared. Let1ers .rnhn11tt ed ~~te or' . re"ervef Jh e n·ght to mak e minor 
· . F "d f he La wrentian ·' · . 
of th e fo /low1nf!. · r, . ay. f without c lwnf{ing m eaning . 
editorial c hanges or sh nr1en fe lle r. 
End Men on Campus 
To the Editors: 
I would like to congratulate th_e 
editors of the Lawrentian on their 
consistently high standard of 
literary ac hievement. Such 
standards guarantee a quahty 
paper commensurate with the 
quality of life in the _ Lawrence 
community. The article . which 
has elicited such superlatives on 
my part is , "Cards Are Sta_c~ed 
Against Admitting Quahf!ed 
Women." This article 1s an im-
portant addition to the continuing 
controversy over the university's 
academic decline . The author of 
this article presents a convincing 
point of view and succeeds 
brilliantly in achieving_ her 
purpose-to "point out a s1m~le 
fact" about this important topic. 
I am continually amazed at the 
apathy of Lawrentians . Miss 
Krull has opened my eyes, and 
hopefully those of other near-
sighted Lawrentians, to a gr~at 
injustice. I could not help but nse 
up in anger when I recognize? the 
discriminatory practices 
maintained by the ad-
ministration . It is inconceivable 
that Lawrence would forego the 
opportunity of stemming the tide 
of academic decline in order to 
maintain a sexual balance among 
the students. 
It is indeed a fact , as the author 
so shockingly demonstrates, that 
a large disparity exists between 
qualified men and women. The 
peak occurred in 1966 when 85 
percent of the women " made the 
grade" (placing in the top decile 
of their graduating high school 
class l , as opposed to only 45 
percent of the men. It is also a 
fact that in 1973 only 25 percent of 
the men "made the grade" while 
upwards of 47 percent of the 
women achieved this quality 
rating. Who can possibly question 
the validity of these statistics as 
a measure of academic 
achievement? As Miss Krull 
logically states, "Such statistics 
are . .. noticeably meaningful to 
Lawrentians." What better proof 
exists as to their significance? I 
therefore say, "FOR SHAME 
MEN OF LA WREN CE!" How 
can you walk proudly through the 
historic rooms of Main Hall 
knowing that you are draggin 
Lawrence down into the muck of 
mediocrity? 
I for one join Miss Krull in 
demanding a stop to the practice 
of allowing men on campus at 
" the expense of loweri"ng 
academic standards and at the 
expense of a clear discrimination 
ag~inst women." Only through a 
policy of complete equality can 
Lawrence weed out those un-
desirables , regardless of their 
sex , race, color or creed Then 
maybe then , "the day will 
eventually be saved." With any 
luck we can elevate Lawrence to 
tho~e dizzying intellectual and 
social heights achieved by Kohler 
Hall- the last bastion of greatness 
on campus .- Now wouldn't that be 
something' 
-BILL DENIS 
Trivial Comment 
To the Editors: 
An open letter to WLFM and 
the Lawrence community . 
As a member of The Kirwood 
Derby trivia team at the Fi .. 
House ; and more importantly }~ 
~ member who slept through 'the 
evelopments of Sunday evenin 
I would hke to briefly review ttf~ 
events of 'Trivia Sunday' with 
regar~ to cheating and WLFM 
penahza tion Hav i· ng t 
· · no ex-
p~r~enced the ''.collective fervor" 
o ~ e evening m question I ma 
be m the best position to o;er . Y 
the actualities of Sunda fv1ew Y, rorn , 
the standpoint of The Kirwood 
Derby team . . 
It is true that, for a time 
Saturday morning, one m~mber 
of our team informally momtered 
the activities of a Trever based 
trivia group. This individ_u~l 
relayed, via telephone, one tnv_1~ 
answer to home base at the FIJI 
House. We , at the Kirwood 
Derby, had already phoned in our 
own correct answer . 
Throughout the weekend, The 
Kirwood Derby triviamacht 
rolled onward with answers 
generated by The Kirwood Derby 
team members . All answers we 
phoned in came directly from the 
collective efforts of our 
organization~none ca~e f:OJ? the 
activities of any md1v1dual 
gleaning answers from any other 
team . 
Late afternoon or early evening 
on Sunday , a TreveJ based trivia 
team informed WLFM of the 
alleged infra"ction of Trivi3: rules . 
Sunday night , The Kirwood 
Derby team was penalized two 
hours' worth of trivia points for 
its alleged cheating of early 
Saturday morning . Certain, 
inevitable questions arise in one's 
mind, but , what are the answers? 
Choose one of your liking . . . . . 
1 l Why was alleged cheating 
reported more than a day after 
the fact? 
al the accusers weren't able to 
get a free line to WLFM until late 
Sunday . 
t 
To the Editors: I 
I would like to i 
points that were . In Bo111e ~ 
article 'The Pl YoUr 
Dealers Speak!' ~Truth- ~ 
was_ a farify true a ally, it 
dealing as I know it 11!\~t of 
indeed the grapevine PIia-
did get into dealing in 1:11 and 1 
prescribed (formerl~lllanner 
th9ugh I am in no JGilu and, 
verify such other fa~~ - to 
hallucinogens d · • ::~ 
consumption at near ' et: 
and their estima~ 0 , 
of marijuana-week .ds 
levels last year Plion 
also seem to me' to a: 
accurate. 
I would like ·to dispufittlte f 
that a dealer in m . : 
"~ell it at a price ClOVer 
his expenses, provide bun With 
--small quantity for bis -
use, and perhaps give ma cash 
profit." True, .I don't bow as 
much about the business 88 the 
authors claim to know but my 
ex1>erience has..shown tluit they 
were extremely modest1ibout the 
above quote. Once, I purchased 
some Mexican marij1111M from 
friends which only cost me $140. 
bl an armadillo messenger , ' 
carrying news of alleged , 
cheating, required a day and a 
half to make the journey from 
Trever to the studios of WLFM. 
It took me at most an hour to · 
cm;ivert. them into weiglled ounce 
lids, and then I just sat and let the 
grapevine w<,>rk for me. I was 
able to sell it at a reasonable 
price.of $16-ounce (have you ever 
seen it cheaper either on or off 
campus here in Appletonn 
Selling 16 ounces at $16 I was able 
to make $110 in the two week 
period that it took the grapevine 
to sell it, it seems incredible lo 
me that they can make the 
statement that they made only 
"about $150 in. a good term". I 
must realiy congratulate myseH, 
for -if I had the clientele they 
claim to have, i could turn their 
business into one that would net 
at least $800 a term. 
cl the Lawrence chapter of the 
Derwood Kirby fan club felt their 
idol had been slighted by our use 
of the team name The Kirwood 
Derby ; and Sunday night found a 
way to get even with us . 
dl a rival team wanted to take 
us out of the running, and waited 
until the latest possible time to do 
just that. ··, 
2l Why did WLFM , radio 91.1 FM 
honor a cheating accusation for 
alleged cheating that occurred 
more than a day before the 
report? 
al WLFM agreed to penalize 
The Kirwood Derby if and only if 
the accuser would buy all the 
remaining ''9th Annual Trivia 
Contest" T-shirts. It took the 
informants a day and a half to 
raise all the capital. 
bl it took a while for WLFM to 
translate the oral message 
brought by the messenger ar-
madillo. (Armadillo-WLFM 
dictionaries are not easily 
found .) 
cl WLFM trivia masters are 
turkeys. 
-My point is this. While they 
may be "community servants", 
they also make a tremendous 
profit-anywhere from 50 ~cal· 
cent to 80 ~rcent is the logi . 
range. ·Other than investing of!D 
IBM, or Standard Oil, I know 
very few legal opportunities that 
will net you that kind of profit.~ 
we are to know "The PlaID 
Truth" it seems incredible tome 
that s~ch an important aspect 
was omitted. t 
Remember that when ~.!~a 
your next duffel bag-clll•1...., 
stranger. -THJ!:HAWK 
"I don't want to think. I don't want 
anything. I just want to go home." 
-an unidentified La 
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11 Concerts Next Year? 
• • 
~ by Mik~ Nowak and Beth Johnson 
~ ~ weeks ago LUCC asked for peo le t 
-~Events Committee next year . As oltoda° be 0 ~ the 
nothtiteenough people to fill the committee The/ ~e still. do 
tbaUJUSt be asked is: Is there any interest in ha ~rs question 
"1 QllPpuS? If the answer to this is no then thevmg ~1~ncerts 5EC11ext year and we will find other u;es for th;e wi be no 
tblnktbough that there still is interest since every rmon~y · W,e 
acldJl!li, half the campus is bitching about how 1:~ \ere 1s 
~arethepeopiewhoarealways bitching? Wh d \ ~as. 
8ji,n1Jf« SEC ~d ch~nge the types of .concerts thft ;~ h t e~ 
~,eople are domg the same thmg they d'd I t ave . 5ittfiigba~. and doing ~othin~, and next year th~ ;J1 yea~, 
t,ecelll~g and tellmg their friends of the big ~h. atgham 
could do if they were on the committee mgs ey 
Well, if you have some ideas as to what SEC should d 
be
w~ scerteptsfowrwawillr~ and aptply s_o n~xt year we can ha:~ 
"""'"~ . e accep apphcat10ns in the LUCC offi 
in theUmon on Monday and Wednesday from 3 to 5 P O ce 
can~ext. ~<>r 649 by Thursday night. .m. r one 
~ewouldliKe-to add our thanks to the people presently on 
SEC.Lana Woodruff, George Stalle, Marc Sachnoff and st 
Bell. We think that this year's Special Events Com'm·tt ~ve 
done a fantastic jot;> of bringing top groups to the L1 ee as 
campus and shot1:1~ be congratulated. awrence 
- ( 
TERM II, 1973-74 EXAM SCHEDULE 
Wednesday, March 13 
1:30 P.M . - 9:50 MWF 
Th_ursday. March 14 
.. 8:30 A.M. - 8:30 MWF 
1:30 P.M. - 9:50 TTS 
Friday, March 15 
8:30 A.M. - 2:50 MWF 
1:30 P.M. - 11:10 MWF 
Saturday, March 16 
8:30 A.M. - 1:30 MWF 
1:30 P.M. - 8:30 TTS 
A(hlete of the Week 
I John Draheim 
~oh~ D_raheim of Little 
th te1S ~~ issues ."Athlete of 
e Week. A semor John is 
co-captain of the wrestling 
team. During his senior year 
in high school John was 
named the Most Valuable 
Wrestler on his team as he had 
a record of .21 wins and four 
losses, plus capturing the 
conference and regional 
championships. He was also 
an all-conference football 
player. In his fourth year on 
the varsity wrestling team at 
L.U. John is doing very well , 
recording four wins , among 
them a second place finish in 
the Beloit Invitational. He is 
also a three year starter on the 
Viking football team. 
Athletics don't get in the 
way of John's studies, though, 
He was Valedictorian of his 
high school class . After 
graduating from Lawrence 
John plans to use his math 
major and athletic skills to 
teach and coach at the high 
school level. 
r Campus Notes 
Come to ::~e Party 
Supreme ama Red's Saloon 
T · · one night on1ght, Frida only! 
Halls and th YB Feb. 22, Sage 
sponsoring : .S.S.C. will be 
basement I party in the 
Starting at 9 ounge at Sage. 
beer , hard liP .m ., there will be 
dancing qludor_ (shots only) 
• o -time · ' 
recorded tunes piano , 
general good 'at· poker table and 
· . 1mes Th 
m1ss1on fee will b · e ad-
for non-Sa e re ~o cents each 
drinks will b~ fr esC1dents , and 
up" ee . ome "duded 
or as you ar 
Marshal Dillon. e and meet 
- 0-
Try-outs 
co:;;j°uts for Amphitryon, a 
b Y by Plautus to be directed 
Y Rob Ketterer , will be held this 
Sunday and Monda 0 
they will be held frJ~ 4 ~oStday 
m the Coffeehouse with Mo pdm . 
try-o~ts scheduled from 4 ~o a~ 
p.m. m Stansbury Theatre p t 
are available for up to . . ar s 
and f th six men 
. ~r ree women. Also two 
mus1c1a~s will be needed for the 
productwn. All interested per-
son~ should attend the try-outs 
Scripts of the show are on reserv~ 
at the library . Production dates 
are set for April 19, 20. Questions 
should be directed to Rob Ket-
terer, ex. 300. 
-0-
Tickets Available 
Tickets are still available for 
the LUTC production of The 
Killi~g of Sister George, which 
continues production tonight and 
Saturday in the F. Theodore 
Cloak Experimental Theatre of 
the Music-Drama Center. Tickets 
are free to LU students with IDs. 
Curtain time is 8 p.m. 
-0-
ACM Costa Rica 
De~nis Perri, Chairman of the 
Spamsh Department at Grinnell 
will be on campus Thursday' 
February 28 to talk about the Fali 
197~ Costa Rica Program. He will 
be m the Union from noon to 3 
p.m. to talk informally with in-
te.rested students . Call John 
Hickman, ex. 453 for further 
information and-or a morning 
appointment. 
-0-
ACM Florence Program 
Professor Willian, Urban of 
Monmouth College will be at the 
Worcester Art Center , Friday, 
March 1, 1974, 3:00 p.m ., to show 
slides and answer questions 
regarding The Florence Program 
sponsored by ACM . Interested 
students are encouraged to come. 
Applications for next fall's 
program (September 5 
December 19, 1974) will be due 
April I , 1974. 
-0-
Last Ski Trip 
The last ski trip -of the year is 
scheduled for Sunday, March 3 at 
Little Switzerland. The fee for 
bus and lift is $10.50. The bus will 
leave at 8:15 a .m. and return to 
campus at 7 p.m. Sign-up will be 
this Thursday night at the Co-op 
WLFM-~CHT Petitions 
M Anyone desiring to serve as a 
anager or Director for WLFM 
or WCHTd · Oast term :mg the coming year 
terms t IS year and first two 
and f'nllex year), please pickup 
• out a tT 
available at the wr::~ ~otnd.form 
see Lar p u 10s or 
no I t ry age. Petitions are due 
a er than Friday ' March 8. 
-0-
Chamber Series 
M Per;ons holding tickets for the 
arc 8 Chamber Music Series 
concert of James F' Id 
Leventritt Foundat1·on I~ s, f' r t piano 
ma is ' who find that they will 
not be able to attend the concert 
are asked to contact Events 
~anager Fr~nk Duchow' ext. 
1 ·8~. r°nce agam there is a waiting 
is .or the concert and it may be 
possible, given adequate time to 
resell the returned tickets. ' 
-0-
L.U.T.C. Workshop 
Tuesday, at 8 p.m. in the Coffee 
H.ouse , Mark Malinauskus will 
discuss Delsarte. 
-0-
Urban Teaching 
Are you planning to do your 
student teaching while at 
Lawren~e? Then you might want 
to co~s1der the ACM Urban 
Teach1~g Program as one 
alternati".e. Even if you're not a 
career-oriented student teacher 
the program has much to offe~ 
you. 
Two La~ence students who 
participated in the Program last 
Fall, Krista Rogers and Paul 
Nelson, will be at the Mursell 
Education Center on Thursday 
Febr~ary 28, at 7:30 p.m. t~ 
describe and · answer questions 
about t~e Program. Anyone who 
:,vould hke to learn, live, and work 
m an urban environment is en-
couraged to attend. · 
-0-
- CCSki 
The Outing Club (LUOC) is 
planning a cross-country ski trip 
to Kettle Moraine on Sunday, 
March 3. The van will leave from 
the Union at 8 a.m. and return in 
time _for supper . The sign-up 
sheet 1s on the Student Activities 
Office (Jeanne Tissier's) door. 
Cost is $2.00, or $2.25 if a box 
lunch is desired. To order the 
lunch, put a star by your name on 
the sign-up sheet. 
-0-
Break Buses 
The Student Services Co-op is 
organizing buses to Miimeapolis 
Milwaukee and Chicago fo; 
Spring break. Any suggestions as 
to day and time of departure and 
drop-off sites would be ap-
preciated. Suggestion sheets will 
be in the food centers and the 
Union. Or, come to the Co-op 
table at Downer Thursday 
evenings at 5:30. 
-0-
Classic Events 
For the fourth time, Plato's 
"Lysis" is being read for a Greek 
Tl. To mark the occasion Dr. 
David Glidden will lecture on the 
"Philosophy of Plato's Lysis" on 
Monday , Feb. 26 at 8 p.m . in 
Riverview Lounge. 
Dr . Glidden's two-day visit will table . 
-o- be completed in seemly style with 
Fasching Celebration a Classics Tea for students and 
Save next Friday, March 1, for friends of the classics in the 
a night of indigenous German Downer Gold Room beginning at 
beer drinking , singing and 4:30 p.m . on Thursday. TI 
dancing in the Viking Room from graduates and present students 
9 :30 on. Wear a costume in the are particularly urged to attend 
Fasching tradition and you will both events. 
find your inebriation far less -o-
expensive. Dance to a German CR Convention 
Umpapa band and get into the old Any member of the Lawrence 
Eningen spirit. . College Republicans who would 
-o- be interested in attending the 
On Saturday, March 2 from annual Wisconsin College At D t Republican convention, 
4 :00 to 6:00 pm , the r epar - scheduled for March 29-30 in 
ment is sponsoring an open house Lake Delton, should contact 
at Brokaw Annex. There will be a Mary Jo Hibbert, ex . 354. Other 
band and nickel beer and the information on the convention 
Painting studios will be open. All I b b f the L
awrence wi I e arriving soon in the form 
mem ers o f th t· 1 
·t welcome to come o e conven 10n news etter. 
commun1 Y are d browse Transportation will be available 
drink beer with us an through the studios. , from Lawrence free of charge. 
New York Trip 
Have . you ever seen 
professwnal theatre in Ne 
York? If you have always wante~ 
to, but couldn't find the means 
the Lawrence University Theatr~ 
Company may have the answer . 
For seven days and six nights 
from March 15 through 21 
group from Lawrence will b~ i~ 
New York to enjoy some of the 
best theatre in ~he world A 
the plays that the group ~a;~~~ 
are: Eugene O'Neil 's "Moon for 
the Misbegotten" "H t 1 
Bait . ,, , oe !more ' a play which 
r~ce1ved the Drama Critics 
C1rcl~ Award for the best 
American play of 1973 "M Ch'ld " ' oon I ren ' a comedy which was 
gr~eted by rave reviews from the 
~rihcs, and others. For further 
!n~ori:natio!l about how you can 
Jom m this fun-filled week on 
Bro~dway, contact Mark 
Malmauskas , assistant professor 
of theatre and drama . 
- 0-
Madison Bus 
The Co:op is sponsoring a bus to 
UW-Mad1son , with sign-up and 
payment taking place the 
Thursday night before the bus 
leaves, at the co-op table in 
Downer, 5 to 6:30 p.m. 
. This is a ten-passenger van 
filled on a first-payed , first -goe~ 
basis .. Because of the financial 
c~mm1tment involved, the van 
will only run at full capacity. 
W.hether or not the next trip goes 
will be .posted Friday mornings 
?n the ride board in the Union and 
m the library. 
.Price is a low $1.50 per round 
trip (LUCC subsidy made this 
price possible) . The van will 
depart from Downer Food Center 
at 8:15 a .m. and return at about 7 
p.m. If demand warrants it 
arrangements will be made t~ 
a~commodate more people. 
Sign up and pay date of trip 
Feb: 28 Tuesday, March 5 
Apr!! 4 Monday, April 8 
Apr!l 11 Tuesday, April 16 
Apr!l 18 Wednesday, April 24 
April 25 Thursday, May 2 
May 9 Friday, May 10 
May 16 Monday, May 20 
-0-
Spanish Course 
The Spanish Department an-
nounces that Cervantes in 
Translation (Spanish 39) which is 
offered next term will also in-
clude a special unit on 
Machiavelli's Mandragola and 
the Celestine of Fernando de 
Rojas . Meeting time will be 
arranged. Interested students 
should contact Mr. Alfieri. 
-0-
Delt-Pi Phi Formal 
Buses to the Delta Tau Delta 
Pi Beta Phi Pledge Formal , to b~ 
held Saturday night at Riverview 
Country Club, will leave the Quad 
at 9 :30 and 10 p.m . Cost of the 
dance will be 50 cents per person 
or $1 per couple. Buses will 
return to LU at 11:30 p.m. , 12:15 
and 1 a .m. 
JOBS 
In 
EUROPE 
(aps 17 to 24) 
Temporary openings for any six to thinttn· 
week period year 'round; cmploymcot 
guarant«d before departutt for Europe;_ pro-
t<ctcd by strict IOOll and federal regulation; 
foreign language helpful but not required. 
Complete package includes round uip 
on scheduled jet (NO CHARTERS), 
orientation, room. board, aJI documc'ntation. 
For 11pplir11Jio11 ,md rompl<ie 
infor'!'alfon, u,rile or ltltphon~ 
EUHOJOBS 
Box 1108, Milwaukee, Wis. 53201 
(or telephone 414-258-6400) 
I To the Editors: 
[ Articles to the Editors: Co-Op Changes Structure 
To the Editors: 
Student Complains Of 
Bureaucratic Red Tape 
by Susan Olski 
I am only a voice in the 
wilderness. After writing this, I 
will still be only a voice in the 
wilderness , but my bruised ego 
will feel better . My complaint is 
what bureaucrats call red tape, 
what polite people call the run-
around , and what we realists call 
the royal screw. 
It all started last summer when 
I received a little card asking me 
if I was interested in a Com-
munity Host family . I thought 
this was a pretty nifty idea , filled 
out my little card, and mailed it. 
Around midterm, I really thought 
a Community Host family would 
be great , particularly since I 
would be in Appleton during 
summers and breaks . I stopped 
in arthe Alumni Office (this was 
the address on my little card) to 
see what was going on. That, 
apparently , was my first 
mistake . 
Not knowing my way around, I 
asked the first secretary about 
the program . She didn't know 
anything about it and sent me 
upstairs. I went upstairs. The 
upstairs didn 't know anything 
either and sent me downstairs . I 
went downstairs and told them 
the upstairs didn ' t know 
anything . Then the downstaris 
escorted me upstairs , and in-
troduced me to someone who told 
me to call Pat Althier. 
I called Pat Althier and she 
said to come on over . I went on 
over. Pat Althier was no longer 
connected with the Community 
Host program , but we had a 
pleasant talk about things like 
Appleton and adminstralions . 
She told me to call Marshall 
Hulbert at the Alumni Office. I 
called Marshall Hulbert. 
Marshall Hulbert told me to 
talk to Sue Conkey . I ta lked to Sue 
Conkey . Sue Conkey was very 
nice and said something would be 
happening soon. Two weeks later 
I received a questionnaire asking 
me if I was still interested . I filled 
out the form-YES!-, put it in a 
campus mailer with my room-
mate's, and thought my troubles 
were over. That was my second 
mistake . 
By the end of the term , 
everyone had their host family -
except me. I called the Alumni 
office and they connected me 
with Chris Bowers who said he'd 
look into it. I bided my time 
during Christn;ias vacation . At 
the beginning of 2nd term, I 
called Chris Bowers and told him 
I had moved . I called a week 
later and Chris Bowers told me 
they 'didn't have my little card. 
This was ridiculous . · How could 
they send me a piece of paper 
asking me if rwas still interested 
if they didn't have my name 
which was on my little card? 
A few days later I received a 
questionnaire (like my little 
card) with a self-addressed 
envelope from Ron Traver. Who 
is Ron Traver? I filled it out , 
mailed it , and waited . Then I 
decided to call Chris Bowers to 
find out who Ron Traver is. Chris 
Bowers was out of town. I called 
about a week later. Chris Bowers 
was out of town. I left a message 
and said I'd call back Friday. I 
called back Friday and a 
secretary told me to call Ron 
Traver and gave me his phone 
number . 
Forget it. I quit. 
The end may seem near but I 
<;an 't go on because my dialing 
finger has worn down to my 
elbow. I've been as objective as 
my feelings of persecution would 
let me. My delusions (?) of 
paranoia have increased, also 
partly caused by my experience 
as a B.A. candidate trying to get 
piano lessons at the Con-
servatory. Ask me if I really 
ca re. As my mother says, 
" Whatsoever ye sow, so shall ye 
reap ." Pardon me for expecting a 
little reap . 
If you compare, 
you'll select ltna ... 
If you don't compare, 
don't say we didn't warn you! 
ROBERT E. SMITH 
307 First National Bank Building 
Appleton, Wisconsin 54911 
739-3561 
The JEtna College-Plan ... 
Life Insurance for students 
r•;,,n, 
LIFE&CASUALTY 
.IEtna Life Insurance Company, Hartford, Connecticut 
The Student Services Co-op 
(SSC l to better serve the 
Lawre~ce community , and to 
become eligible for LUCC mo~ey, 
has changed its structural pohcy . 
Every co-op activity ts now open 
to the entire Lawrence com-
munity. Co-op membersh_1 p is no 
longer required, but is only 
requested to take advantage of 
SSC functions . . . 
To be fair to those th.at JOtn~d 
the co-op before this pol!CY 
change with the understandmg 
that their membership would 
allow them exclusive access t~ co-
op functions, the co-op !s reqmred 
to. make available either as a 
ca.sh refund, personal check, or 
future discount, the one dollar 
membership dues that bought 
those people a year's mem-
bership. 'ded 
This policy change was dec1 
recommendation from LUCC . 
The possibilities are as endless as 
the wisdom of LUCC and the 
energy of this campus and the ~o-
LUCC is finally becommg 
~~are of the possibilities of 
serving the needs of this cam~ms 
a nd being a r~spons1ve 
organization, by helpmg rather 
than hindering the C?-op. They 
deserve praise for this , but t~o 
bad it had to come under their 
terms , and theirs only . 
The co-op will not use its new 
privilege and become t?tally 
financed by LUCC. They su!lply 
will seek funds if there is a 
particular service which could 
not be provided ~ny _other "!ay. 
Working capital is still provided 
by those memberships . Me~bers 
alone still determine wh:=1t v.:1ll be 
done with year-end profits, if any 
exist. Frankly, if everyone 
wanted that dollar back, the co-
op would go un~e~, for those 
dollars have subs1d1zed our ac-
tivities right along. No co-op 
member will be begrudged that 
To the Editors: 
dollar 1f, m prmciple they f 
it's theirs. We ask, 'if yo eel ~ 
Lawrence ·Community s~e ~ 
what we ar~ doing, become rt . 
member. Give · us the litni~ j 
independence from total LUC ,i 
funding and all that that involv C : 
If you support our existen es. ~ 
remain or b~ome a member c~, 
percent of the Lawrentians ~ 3 ! 
members. If they back out the re ! 
op will cease to exist, if sup-~ ~t 
h - ill tin I"'" IS s own, we w_ con . ue With the 
over $3,000 worth of servic 
planned for the rest of this y: 
alone. Scholarship memberships 
~re available to "!ose that sup-
port - us, but -cant afford the 
dollar . 
Finally, let me state that an co-
op business taltes place at the •co-
op table', h;i Downer's lobby 
Thursday nights, between 5 and 
6: 30 p.m. It is here that reflDlds 
new memberships, bus tickets' 
service information, etc. is take~ 
care of. Come and talk to us -our 
only functi(fn is to serve the 
Lawrence community. 
by the co-op staff' the ~ay_ before 
the winter weekend ski ~np. Th~ 
co-op was asked to provide a ski 
trip for Lawrentians for the 
weekend, by the Outing Club. To 
insure that the price would be 
reasonable they transfered a $200 
subsidy to the co-op. The co-op 
staff then planned, organized, 
and sold tickets for the trip at a 
price based on the Outing Club 
and new membership money 
being used as a price subsidy. 
After 52 people signed up and 
paid for the trip, the Outing Club 
asked for permission to ap-
propriate the money that in fact 
had already been spent. The 
LUCC Committee on Committees 
denied permission. 
Alumna Gives Advice 
On Sex Oiscri mination 
The co-op staff, a week and a 
day before the trip, decided that 
they would appeal this to LUCC. 
When it was started to be brought 
up at the meeting, the mem-
bership decided it was time for 
dinner and adjourned (see LUCC 
minutes). Rather than charge 
each person an additional $4 each 
at such a late date, the co-op staff 
decided to comply to whatever 
terms necessary to be eligible for 
that money . The day before the 
trip, the co-op received $200, with 
the provision that we adopt the 
new membership policy (stated 
above), that we provide at least 
that much in other services 
before the year is out, and that 
that money be spent for the good 
of the Lawrence community . 
by Patricia Hamon Fulda 
Although sex discrimination in 
hiring and promotion is illegal, 
most women will encounter it at 
one time or another, particularly 
if they work more than a year or 
two or work in a professional 
position . When you are 
discriminated against it may 
help to refer to the following 
comments. 
( 1) The first things you will 
feel, even before anger and a 
sense of. loss, are shame and 
guilt . This happens to everyone. 
It is a normal reaction to being 
discriminated against. It is 
important to accept these 
feelings even though they are 
painful. The sooner you 
acknowledge them the sooner 
they will disappear . If you try to 
ignore them , you will become 
very depressed; and you may 
find yourself believing that you 
deserved what happened to you, 
or even that you were responsible 
for it in some way. 
(2) Do not try to fight 
and may prevent you from 
helping yourself. -
(3) Gel professional advice, 
preferably from the regional 
office of the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission. The 
EEOC will forward your com-
plaint to a state agency for a 
period of 60 days lo 1:l'y fc) resolve 
the compl;lint-at t}le state level; 
at the end of 60 days the EEOC 
will conduct its own in-
vestigation. DQ not consult a 
private attorneY,. EEOC staff 
members are professionals in a 
new and complex area of the l~w. 
They can give you the best advice 
about what further action you csn 
take ,.. what your chances are ~ 
having the complaint resolved ID 
your favor, and whether you baye 
additional grounds for complaint 
as well. 
Try to remember th~~ 
discrimination., unpleasant.~ 1 
is, is a fact of life. What ~ m:i 
portant is how you deal with 
and what you do about it. 
The SSC staff hereby an-
nounces that the $200 was spent 
entirely on the ski trip . We feel 
that a commitment should 
be honored, not renigged, and 
then recommitted with new 
· guidelines. discrimination alone . Talk to -- .. -----~~----i your friends, your husband, your 
_ Maybe some good has come 
from all this. The co-op is now 
eligible for LUCC funds . Wasting 
no time, the co-op is starting a 
weekly bus to Madison, im-
possible without LUCC subsidy. 
When the smoke cleared it 
became obvious that 47 pe~ple 
had a ski trip they'll long 
remember, at a price that's hard 
to beat. The co-op is also about to 
begin a used book service, upon 
UNWANTED 
PREGNANCY? 
AMERICAN FAMILY PLANNING IS A 
HOSPITAL - AFFILIATED ORGANIZA· 
TION OFFER ING YOU ALL AL TERNA-
T IVES TO AN UNWANTED PREGNAN. 
CY . FOR INFORMATION IN YOUR 
AREA CALL 
Call (215) 449·2006 
AMERICAN FAMILY 
PLANNING 
A Medical Service ro Help You 
co-workers. You need moral 
support. And talking gives you an 
opportunity to bring what hap-
pened into clearer focus, to ac-
cept that you were treated un-
fairly. But talk with a purpose. 
Don't ever try to justify what 
happened . And try to avoid wide-
ranging discussions about 
women's liberation and women's 
rights. Identifying with other 
women, whom you cannot help at 
the moment , confuses the issue, 
t®U3·JI 
ADVERTISING SALESMAN 
To Work For 
THE LAWRENTIAN 
You will be paid well if you work 
for it. If interested call Sam 
Mccreedy · Ext. 636 or come to 
THE LAWRENTIAN office on Tues. 
or Wed . night. 
yellow cab 
Has the Most Going for You 
733-4444 
WE RENT 
ALL .NEW 
FORDS! 
tOW AS 
s6 Day, 
7t: Mile 
ts·" ''Requiremen · 
I You must be 21 
· 2: V;:ilid driver.'s lice 
1 C;ish depos~ 
~ e eoncert Choir and 
(~~N! Singers will perform in L,a~'fkst eoncert of the 1?73-74 
tbell' uondaY at 8 p.m . m the 
season... -
CIJapelrree public perfo;mance 
, '1118 a work for band and 
! will. fea~ed "Prayer of Em-l choil' e:r China " which was f pei:or last year' for its alpha 
teS~ ave producing qualities. ~ brBI~ Wba wave is indicative of a i ~i's tranquil, rela~ed, alert 
~ state. missioned·tO write a piece 
,. Cotn morating the Lawrence ~ com~~r anniversary , Ron 
" 12~-Y n of Brown University, 
N : ,:Prayer" and stated that it 
wrould produce an alpha wave 
wo in the listener. Three 
L~ce psychology majors 
ated the theory at the 125th 
tes · t · iversary Concer m 
Ann ember of 1972 and found there ~~ alpha responses, not only_ to 
NelsOn's work, but to the entire 
concert-
The 66-member choir , directed 
b~ D~. Karle J . Erickson, also 
w11,1, sm~ Hug? Distler's "Psalm 
98, _wh1c~ Erickson described as 
havmg much rhythmic in-
vo~vement and excitement.,, 
Erickson also singled out Johann 
Pachelbel ' s "Jauchzet dem 
Herrn" (Ps~lm 100), featuring a 
double choir and continuo in 
Baroque style. Works by 
Dressler , des Pres , Dufay di 
Lasso , William Byrd , 'and 
Charles Ives complete the choir's 
program . 
The Lawrence Singers a select 
16-voice ensemble , aiso will 
perform in Monday 's concert. 
One of their four selections reads 
"I go through life followed by a 
dog named Ego. " The author is 
contemporary Swedish composer 
Lars-Erik Larsson. 
The concert culminates a 
three-day tour of cities in 
southeastern Wisconsin by the 
Lawrence choir, Jazz Ensemble 
and Symphony Band. 
String Players Needed 
(LUNJ-The conductor of the 
1,awrence Symphony Orc_hestra 
is seeking more strmged-
instrument players for the or-
chestra. 
Joel Rosenberg, instructor in 
musicatLawrenc-e; said he needs 
players in all string section~-
violins, violas, ·-cellos, and strmg 
basseS. The orchestra rehearses 
Weekdays 
&Sat. 
6:30,9:00 
Sunday 
1:30, 4:00 P1UJ1. ROBDR 
6:30, 9:00 NtWMAN HOfORD 
Smtday ROBfRT 
To2p.m. MIAW 
$1.50 AGf?lGE OO, Hll F<M 
lllf&TING 
TWIN CIN EMA 
MARC 2 
2621 N. ONEIDA 739-3821 
Weekdays and Sat. 7:00, 9:15, 
Sunday cont. 1 p.m . $1.50 to 2 
·~~ 
Starts Wed., Feb. 27 
" Limited Engagement 
SIDDHAR1l1A 
is an .exquisite 
movie!' 
-REX!fEED 
Syndicated_ "cfo1umnisl 
A NOVEL BY 
HERMANN '. 
HESSE 
A FILM BY 
CONRAD 
ROOKS 
~ 
eacfi Tuesday and Wednesday 
night from 7 p.m . to 9 p.m. and 
each Thursday from 4: 10 to 5: 20 
p.m. Rosenberg said he would 
welcome stringed-instrument 
players who could attend at least 
two rehearsals a week. 
The Symphony received 
favorable reviews when it gave 
its first concert under Rosen-
berg's direction last Nov . 11. In 
its second concert, March 3, at 3 
p.m. in the Lawrence Memorial 
Chapel , the orchestra will per-
form works by Stravinsky , 
Copland, Barber, Kabalevsky, 
Ives, and Mozart. 
Chicago ACM 
Head to Visit 
The director of the ACM Urban 
Studies Program, Galen Gockel, 
will be meeting with students 
here at Lawrence next week. He 
wili be available to answer 
questions and to describe the 
Chicago program Wednesday 
and Thursday, February 25 and 
26. Gockel will be in Riverview 
Lounge Wednesday from 3 p.m. 
until 5 p.m ., and will be in the 
Union throughout most of 
Thursday. 
Students who are interested in 
the Urban Studies Program may 
meet with Mr. Gockel on Wed-
nesday or Thursday . Ap-
plications for the pro~ram and 
additional informat10n are 
available from Mr . Jules 
LaRocque in Main Hall . 
The Fox Valley Gay 
Alliance Welcomes 
New Members 
Find yourself. Find us. 
p. O. Box 332, 
Menasha, Wi. 54952 
FOR THE WIDEST 
and ( we think) beet choice !° 
luggage, come to Pah-Iow e. 
We have over 500 models by 
famous luggage makers at the 
price you can afford - $.95 to 
1170. 
PAH .. LOW'S 
Luggage., Leatbergood9, Gifts 
303 W. College Ave. 
Downtown Appleton 
L
RIVERVtilEW LOUNGE periodically becomes a hallowed um- Sanctuary for mindless 
awren ans. ' ' 
by Christopher Been 
Much contemporary drama 
seems preoccupied with the 
"".'ord ; serious comedy in par-
ticular overindulges in its own 
rhetoric . Plays like Butley, The 
Killing of Sister George. A Day in 
the Death of Joe Egg present 
!ascinating characters , insightful 
ideas, powerful action - but 
these admirable qualities are 
oft~n overwhelmed by dialogue 
which , though perhaps brilliantly 
witty , is superflous. 
Sister George she amply meets 
the high expectations I have of 
her. _Her only flaw , I believe, is 
her mconsistent British accent. 
High praise must be awarded 
Wendy Harston who, as Mrs . 
Mercy Croft, gives a potentially 
one-dimensional character a 
chillingly powerful depth. Susan 
Saunders endows Madame Xenia 
with a graceful bearing and an 
appropriately false ring. Miss 
Saunders has a particular gift for 
comedy. 
The four actresses need most, I 
think, to work better in ensemble. 
Often the focus is misdirected, or 
the pace is lost. Misses Karsten 
and Silverman, however , work 
particularly well together as Stan 
Laurel and Oliver Hardy, 
respectively, in a scene well 
worth the price of a ticket. 
The set is appropriate and 
serviceable; I could only wish 
that it didn't creak and bang so 
noticeably at inappropriate 
moments, and that the hatch door 
between the kitchen and living 
room would close when it should. 
As is often the case in a 
production in the round, the 
blocking sometimes presents an 
obstruction of view or three 
simultaneously turned backs. But 
these are minor flaws in a 
generally well-directed play. The 
blocking more often than not 
places the actresses in positions 
which form sen~itive pictures 
reflecting the inter-relationships 
between them. 
The costuming is good 
throughout, particularly for Mrs . 
Mercy Croft, but the make-up is 
noticeably poor, again with the 
exception of Mrs . Croft 's . In 
particular , Madame Xenia , 
though a theatrical character , 
need not have the face of a 
painted clown. 
I wish I could see the play again 
on Saturday night. I'm sure that 
many of the criticisms I have 
made here will be invalid by then . 
The production is overall 
tasteful , intelligent, and a good 
example of the true potential of 
the Lawrence Theatre . I'm 
relieved and gratified to be truly 
able to say so, and I look forward 
to comparable and better 
productions in future terms. 
Despite this objection I have to 
the play itself, I found the 
Lawrence University Theatre 
Company 's production of The 
Killing of Sister George sur-
prisingly successful . The flaws in 
the production result from flaws 
in the play itself. Since Joe Egg 
two years ago, the major 
productions here have un-
fortunately been of poor quality. 
Either bad direction, a bad play, 
or. bad acting have resulted in 
theatrical atrocity. Those of us 
who have maintained faith and 
hope through last year can now 
rejoice . Sister George is a 
production of _ which the 
Lawrence community can be 
proud. 
My highest praise is due the 
actresses . They all possess a 
dignity, a command, an elegance 
most gradifying to see. They 
possess a knowledge of the basics 
of acting, a lack of which has 
resulted in bad taste and 
screeching in terms past. 
New Housing, Cont . • • 
Through the efforts of the four 
actresses I was contentedly 
absorbed into a world far 
removed from my own . Maura 
Silverman as Sister George is 
only occasionally overwhelmed 
by the demands of a very taxing 
role . Her abundant talent and 
energy pull her through those 
moments admirably and make 
her performance excellent. Ellen 
Karsten's acting has been a 
particular joy to me since her 
performance in The White Whore 
and the Bit Player last year. In 
that role she had uncommon 
strength, depth of interp_re~ti~n 
and discipline . As Child1e m 
(Con't from P . l) 
where they fit into the selection 
process is still to be determined. 
The committee recommended 
that Kohler become a co-ed dorm 
and Colman return to all-women 
status. However, this is still in the 
air . 
There are also plans to improve 
Trever and Plantz to diminish the 
disparity between these and the 
other reportedly highly preferred 
dorms. Additions like kitchens, 
baths , carpeted hallways, and 
study lounges are presently 
considered to be some of the 
more easily rectified problems of 
those two dorms. 
The process will be extended 
over a period of six weeks to 
allow for time between each step. 
Letters will be mailed to all 
students informing them of the 
Fee Free 
Student Checking 
NO MINIMUM BALANCE REQUIRED 
m 
THe OUTAGAffile eAnK 
CORNER STATE AND LAWRENCE STREETS 
TELEPHONE: 739-3651 
HOURS•. LOBBY: 9 to 3 Mon.-Thurs., 9 to 8 Fri. DRIVE-IN: 9 to 5 Mon.-Thurs., 9 to 8 Fri. 
room situation prior to their 
going into Haynes ' office to select 
their rooms. 
LUCC is going to consider the 
entire procedure and vote on it. If 
it is ratified by the council and is 
signed by President Smith, it will 
become university legislation, 
and cannot be changed without 
LUCC approval. · 
The council will also be con-
sidering several recom -
mendations not included in the 
committee 's plan. These 
suggestions include not placing 
any students in study lounges or 
dorm libraries , prohibiting 
double rooms inhabited by only 
one student, and prohibiting the 
removal of students from their 
rooms without their agreement. 
President Smith is expected to 
give Haynes the go agead, so he 
can prepare to use this procedure 
for next year's rooming. The 
procedure will be reviewed next 
year to determine if it is 
workable at Lawrence. 
Presidential Simulati-?n to 
Run Galllnt of Experiences 
by Lisa Weins . . 
Four presidential pnmanes, 
the 1976 Democratic National 
convention and the 1976 election 
will be held February 22-24 in the 
Riverview lounge. Under the 
supervision of students Wendy 
Schaller and Tom Gellman and 
Asst. Prof. Lawrence Longley , 
about fifty Lawrentians will take 
part in a presidential election 
simulation. 
Longley ' s introduct?ry 
political science course provides 
most of the people, although 
there are quite a few volunteers . 
The planning and upper-echelon 
work is done mainly by students 
in the political parties course. 
The simulation is divided into 
five games , beginning Friday 
night and ending Sunday night. 
Each participant assumes 
several different roles during the 
simulation , according to the 
game. 
Pre-convention strategies, the 
primary elections and regional 
caucuses take place on Friday, 
pre-ballot strategies and con-
vention balloting on Saturday and 
th e campaign and general 
election on Sunday. 
The setting is 1976, but .to 
simplify , the world situation . is 
1974 not the future. The m-
cumhent president, Palmer, and 
his vice president, Falcon, head a 
Republican administration. 
Three fictional Democratic 
candidates , who never appear 
during the simulation and are not 
from any particular state, are 
vying for their party's 
nomination. Strategists for each 
candidate plan his campaign, 
represent him at regional caucus 
meetings and hold press con-
ferences . 
Strategists Dave Guzik, Bob 
Highsaw and Bruce Merer are 
planning the campaign of 
William Marshall , a Southern 
senator with populist appeal. 
James Rutledge , an Eastern 
governor with strong moderate 
appeal , is represented by Mane 
Hansen , Ed Langer and Peter 
Wenger . . 
A Midwestern senator with a 
strong personal following , James 
Blair , has Mark Lee, Randy 
Soderman and Charles Lauter 
promoting his candida_cy. . 
The simulation 1s issue-
oriented and strategists promote 
their candidates positions. 
Defense spending, the mideast 
situation, the energy crisis, the 
environment, welfare system, 
busing for desegregation and 
relations with communist ac-
tivities are all crucial issues in 
the campaign. 
Game 1, which includes the 
pre-convention strategies and the 
primaries, is the first test of 
candidate strength. Participants 
are put in either New Hamr,shir_e, 
Florida , Wisconsin or Cal_1fo~ma 
primaries . Since Cahform~ is a 
winner-take-all state , it is the 
most important. . 
They listen to _the different 
strategists expla_in why they 
believe their candidate won the 
primary. Then, each evaluator 
decides individually by per-
centage points how _t~e voting 
resulted. Their dec1s10ns are 
totaled , averaged and announced 
as election results. 
Primary roles are forgotten on 
Saturday and participants 
become delegates to ~he 
Democratic National convent10n 
in Games 2 and 3. Divided into 
four regional caucuses , East, 
Midwest, South and West , the 
delegates are also subgrouped. 
For example, the East is made up 
of state delegates groped mto 
New England, Middle Atlantic, 
the Midwest into Central and 
Plains and so on . 
Del~gates must set aside 
personal prejudices and research 
1972 voting patterns , and other 
sources to determine how they 
will vote. 
As well as working on the party 
platform and caucusing, the 
delegates nominate a 
presidential candidat~. 3,000 
votes will be cast with 1501 
needed for victory . 
The campaign, Game 4, is the 
Republican incumbent ' s only 
chance to gather support. Par-To ticipants, earlier functioning as primary evaluators and ~on-D.C. Housewarming 
Open Women's Center 
by Chris McCarthy 
On February 26, at 7:00 pm , 
Downer Council will sponsor an 
open-house to officially open the 
Women's Center. Refreshments 
will be served to those interested 
in browsing around the room. It 
will be available for public use 
after the open-house. The key to 
the room will be at the Colman 
desk . 
The Women's Center, the 
creation of Mrs. Fillinger, the 
D!:!an of Women , is a place for 
both men and women to get in-
formation on women 's issues. It 
will eventually have a substantial 
lending library of paperback 
books on women's subjects. In 
addition , there will be reference 
material and an extended 
bibliography of available 
material on women. She added 
that it will also have sub-
scriptions to certain magazines 
of use to women like Psychology 
Today and Ms. 
Fillinger explained that she 
hoped it would "increase 
awareness of women 's problems 
issues and activities in ou~ 
changing society". She felt the 
room could be used for classes 
meetings and rap sessions fo~ 
this purpose, as well as providing 
an opportunity for individuals to 
spend some time reading and 
thinking on their own. 
At present the room is already 
scheduled to be used as the 
regular meeting place . for· the 
Downer Council on Tuesday 
evenings at 7:00 pm, and for 
weekly rap session open to both 
men and women starting on 
Thursday the 28th of February, at 
7:30 pm . The Women's Sym-
posium in April will also sponsor 
an art exhibit and several ac-
tivities there . Anne Schutte, Asst. 
Professor of History will be 
teaching a course on "Women in 
History" which may be taught in 
the Women's Center . Fillinger 
hopes such activities will in-
crease. 
The Women's Center is not 
completely furnished yet. 
Because of a lack of funds, the 
only furniture in the room was 
left by the now defunct Zeta 
sorority . They are the former 
residents of the room. The Center 
also needs more books, pam-
phlets and magazines. Since it 
does not have a budget of its own, 
it is depending on donations . 
Pillinger said that the donations 
of any books for or about women, 
"even cookbooks" will be greatly 
appreciated. 
It was feared by both Pillinger 
and Meredith Myers, co-
chairman of Downer Council 
that the room would be looked o~ 
as the Downer Council room. 
Although the Downer Council was 
instrumental in getting the room 
and is intere·sted in using it , both 
Myers and Pillinger stressed that 
"it is only one of many groups we 
hope will use it." 
vention delegates, are now given 
voter assignments. 
For example, "West l" made 
up of Keith Powell and Bonnie 
Wagner , is an Italian-American 
grade-school educated farmer in 
Oklahoma, with an income under 
$4,000. Voter tendencies are 
worked out and participants 
again decide how they would 
vote. The general presidential 
election Sunday night will finish 
the simulation. 
No . political ev.ent functions 
without the press . Two 
newspapers, the liberal Chronicle 
and the moderate Observer, have 
reporters covering the primaries, 
conventions and elections . · 
The Chronicle, with reporters 
Jay LaJone, Wendy Morgan, 
Cheryl Vermilion and Andy 
Kalnow covered President 
Palmer's involvement in the 
"Watercress" scandal, and came 
out with an anti-Republican 
editorial. The "Conservative 
Manifesto" in the Observer 
claimed that "continued ex-
pansion of present liberal 
program will not solve the 
problems, real or imaginary , 
which face our country." Ob-
Sf::rver journalists Thea Ellery , 
Rick Chandler and Jim Lyon will 
continue with the conservative 
stance. 
CHERYL LEE, Elizabeth Davies and Pamela 
perform in "Ex-Miss Copper Queen on a Set of 
act play directed by Val Kuehn, Thursday and 
p.m. in Stansbury. 
1st of Three Show 
To Pre:mier- Thurs 
by Jan Daniels 
Three student-directed one. 
acts, culminating projects for 
senior theater majors, offer the 
Lawrence community an in-
teresting variety of dramatic 
presentations. 
"Ex- Miss Copper Queen on a 
Set of Pills" by Megan Terry is 
the first of these one-acts, 
scheduled to be performed at 7: 30 
p.m. Thursday and Friday 
nights, Feb. 28-March 1, in 
Stansbury Theatre. Val Kuehn, 
director of this drama, also 
designed the sets for this 
production, which explores the 
relationship between three 
female characters: a former 
small town beauty queen and two 
e1derly women . Elizabeth 
Davies, a freshman, portrays 
Miss Copper Queen. The older 
ladies are played by Pamela 
Degener (as Crissie) and Cheryl 
Lee (as B.A.). Skyler Weisman is 
assistant director for the 
production. 
On Saturday and Sunday nights 
March 2 and 3 at 7:30 p.m. 
productions directed by Greg 
Schrimpf and Paul Doepke will 
be performed in the Cloak Ex-
perimental Theatre. "A Bad Play 
for an Old Lady " by Elizabeth 
Johnson, Greg Schrimpf's choice, 
represents, in his words, "The 
conflict between man~s 
and reality, uncove g the 
fantasies we all havei Flower 
Man, played by Lou • Fiala, 
calls himself "owner 11 
and directs the other 
Chris Porter as 
MacLean as · Maq 
fantasies within 
of a dream. Eric 
stage manager in this 
contemporary drama. 
Paul Doepke chose 
Sadder one-act play, 1 
O'Clock Mail". In 
Sackler parodies fh 
class, suburban 
portrayed in televisiOll 
and dra_ma. The play 
dialogue and situati 
dramas while expl 
impotence, reflected · 
casional impotence of 
m.ajor character, Ted, 
Christopher Ward. 
played by Marsha Jla 
freshman. Annie B" 
their daughter, P!Jy 
Neff portrays Peter, 
bor, and David Lo 
the mailman. Set d · 
production is Peter 
Tickets are now a 
of ·charge to any 
student at the box 
the door on the 
formances. 
John Harmon Trio 
SATURDAY NIGHT, 9 - 12:30 p.m. , ~ 
IO~BEERS 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY, 7 - 8 p.m. 
FREE MOVIES 
TUESDAY NIGHT 
416 Ill. Qlnllege Auenue 
ce. Seniester T~ 
Ne~t Fall Term· 
Program, a new 
ester program 
the Associated 
e Mid-West will 
fall term. The 
1ded into "blocks" 
ompasses Italian 
d Language. The 
•program are as 
ne~s programs. Students will b 
assigned selective t · e 
r~port in seminar claitcs and 
Courses· Th 
offered d~ing eBI~o~rsis to be 
troduction to ti are In-
Florence, Early It T· Art.s of 
and Culture d a ian ~1story 
History. ltali~n a~idJ;:r;:issance 
Michelangelo will b ges and 
during Block B. e offered 
Independent Study. Availabl 
to students who h e 
studied the . ave already 
available or h~e~l~~:1 courses 
background t necessary 
WHEN NOT in the union mind! . w ·.· .. 
contest. ' ess Lawrentians answer phones for WLFM's TRIVIA 
0 pursue spe · I 
topics in art h' t cia F • is ory, or music 
, ':{" example, a general-oriented 
m epend~nt study in music -
e.g ., Italian opera - could be 
arranged under the supervision f~ next year's director or one of 
Leaping Lizards! Cont. . . 
e program staff members. 
(Con't. from P. 1) 
or other icky creatures 
There was a black ma.rk on the 
c~ntest as one of the eventual 
wmners was discovered to have 
;omeone undertaking espionage 
or them. Although innocent of 
I.ETON'S -FINEST -DINING for Your 
any, know!edge of the action, the 
spy s act10ns were judged the 
responsibility of the team and 
they were docked some points 
and .kept out of the contest for 
awhile. But this handicap was 
ov~r.com~ . and they put on a 
sang t?e songs that they were 
becommg known for "Swing Low 
Sweet Armadillo" and "Barbara 
Ann"· The chorus could be heard 
from the halls of the Zuelke 
B':1ilding to the shores of Lake 
Wmnebago. 
. The off campus winners came 
m their battle wagons in an 
awesome display of trivial 
power. The generals had their 
vehicles parked in front of Trivia 
Headq~arters. A steady stream 
of bodies flowed in and out, all 
there to claim the spoils of war. 
The last group to \eave was, of 
course, the on campus winner. 
The evening ended with the cry 
from one of the happy crew, "On 
to The Mark to eat pizza !" and 
the woeful cry of another, " And 
then everyone back to Trever to 
clean up my room." 
VY DINNER DATE 
I 
dr1vmg fimsh. 
. ~he news of the first place 
fm1sh brought joy, although not 
much surprise for Lizard. The big 
question was in what manner to 
accept the award. It was decided 
that the best means of ac-
ceptance was a show of the 
strength of Lizard by appearing 
en masse. The conquerors 
marched from the depths of the 
Appleton frontier (Trever Hall) 
into civilization (Alton Street.) 
As they marched into the 
territory to be occupied, they 
There was not a great deal of 
argume.nt, frustration , anger , 
and desire for vengence. But in 
spite of the small amount of 
Conkey's Annual 
BOOK 
Starts Monday at 9:00 a.m. 
BOOKS GALORE 
NEW AND USED 
UP TO 90% OFF 
also:. 
RECORDS 
PRINTS 
FRAMES 
The Greatest Sale of the Year 
, 
NOW IN STOCK - AUGUST 1914 by ALEXANDER SOLZHENITSYN 
hostility that surfaced, there was 
always one cry that sounded by 
all trivia teams: Why the hell is 
he playing The Fourth Tower of 
Inverness again?" 
ON CAMPUS 
Lizard 2770 
S~y King Eats Mark Pizza 2740 
Kirwood Derby 2720 
Seven Fat Years 2310 
Card Table Fund 1805 
Llangelo Mysterioso 1785 
Frank 'n Pats 1735 
Blanche Belch 1080 
Deep Throat 965 
Pandora 's Box 770 
OFF CAMPUS 
Monty Pithon 2295 
Philboid Studge 2150 
Farmers of the Ukraine 2135 
Faggot Lodge 1785 
Animal Farm 1665 
Nanuck of the North 1396 
Buffalo Chips 1395 
Roody Toot 1385 
Happy Cadavers 1030 
Are You Puddying Me On? 845 
Wrestlers wrestle. What did you expect? 
Hockey Takes Third 
cruising the crease , took Cohen 's 
pass lo the left of the Tech goal 
and easily beat goalie Jerry 
Lemon , tieing the score, again , at 
2-2. 
The hot Lawrence University 
Hockey Tea m extended its 
winning ways to four straight 
games as it took victories over 
Beloit College , the University of 
Wisconsin - Milwaukee and 
Madison Tech , prior to Winter 
Weekend. · 
The Viking GAG (goal-a-game) 
line took control of a close game 
against the Bucs, Friday , Feb. 8, 
at Jones Park when Captain Curt 
Cohen took a face off deep in the 
Beloit zone and hit left-wing 
Mark Hoffman with a clean feed . 
The Yikes' big gun notched his 
10th goal of the season and the 
game winner, as Lawrence held 
on to win , 1-0. "It was in-
credible", commented Cohen 
after the game, "The way the 
fans responded after that one. 
goal. They really made it a 
(bleep) of a Jot easier". 
Indeed, after goalie Jerry 
Goodbody took a puck in the face 
during the pre-game warm-up 
things looked grim for the Vikes . 
"Goody" received 11 stitches to 
close a quarter-size hole in his 
cheek and didn 't return from St. 
Elizabeth Hospital until the 
second period. 
tallied three times as rookie 
right-wing Fred Sonderegger , 
center Cohen and left-wing 
Hoffman each scored once as did 
center and alternate captain 
Chuck Will and linemate Ross 
Schennum. Goalie Goodbody, a 
hard core player , played 
wearing a very heavily padded 
mask and recorded his fourth 
victory against one defeat. 
But Monday night was the 
night. Against a well drilled 
Madison Tech team the Yikes 
were forced to play cat-and-
mouse all night , as each team 
alternated scoring fo, nine goals . 
Tech opened the scoring at 9: 57 
of the first period when forward 
Mike Beyler slipped through the 
Lawrence defense and beat 
Goodbody from in close. 
The GAG line returned as 
Sonderegger picked up a rebound 
from an "Archie" Hughes 
slapshQt and notched his second 
goal in as many games, at 7:04 of 
the period, tieing the score at 1-1. 
A little more than one minute 
later MATC scored again as 
"Goody" left a soft Ken 
Kuammen shot slip between the 
pads. 
Center Cohen picked up the 
first point of a big five-point night 
as he wheeled around the Tech 
net late in the first period, 
drawing the defense out. Fresh-
man left-wing John McGee, 
Beyler scored his second of the 
night at 18: 32 of the second 
period, putting Madison ahead by 
one. 
True to form Lawrence came 
roaring back on a goal by junior 
right-wing Ross Schennum . 
Cohen took a rebound of 
blistering Hughes slapshot and 
hit Schennum with a pass outside 
the crease. Ross beat Lemon 
from a slim angle , giving 
Lawrence a 3-3 tie. 
Junior Cohen notched his first 
1974 hat-trick, after John Olson 
had put Tech ahead 4-3, with 
three straight goals , giving 
Lawrence all the insurance it 
needed. 
After Kua.mmen gave the 
MATC its fifth goal to make the 
game close , the Vikes "got 
down", to the delight of the fans 
who. had made the long trip, 
holding off a last minute six-man 
attack by Madison Tech. 
Lawrence will be looking to 
further its unbeaten streak on 
Feb. 28, when the Yikes travel to 
UWM. Earlier in the season 
Lawrence soundly defeated the 
Panthers, 6-1. The game will be 
broadcast at 9:30 p.m. on WLFM 
radio , 91.1 mhz. 
Lawrence Slated 7th 
Coe, Cornell, Mon:rnouth 
MAC Wrestling __ Choices 
Coe, Cornell and Monmouth Ron Roberts will be 
Thursday were tabbed as vir- drickson (118), John Ike lien. 
tually unanimous favorites to 067), Tom Hughes (l'l7) Drabeilll 
finish in that order at the 33rd Neuman (hwt.). &ndSteve 
a nnual Midwest Conference Leading , the entr· 
wrestling championships to be Carleton -Coach Jim N tea for 
held Feb. 22-23. be Dale Schlehuber elson Will 
A poll of league coaches also the last two y~ at l'llnner-up 
gave host St. Olaf the best shot at with Rick Picard cf34, alqng 
upsetting one of the favored Baumgartner {150) f2), Tab 
triumvirate, and listed Ripon, Butterfield Cl58). and Mark 
Knox, Lawrence and· Carleton as K!lo~ Coach Al Partin . . 
most likely possibilities to round an improving squad h Will field 
out the first division. Bob Zucker· 050) J:ed by 
Coe won the title a year ago, derheyden Cl77), Dave Mc~~-
while Monmouth edged peren- 090) and~ike Wright (h Kill1p 
nially-powerful Cornell out of Co~c? Maurice Hun ~l. 
second place by a half-point. This rebwlding-·situation at a . m a 
year, however , Cornell already will ·be counting moat l'lllnell, 
owns a 17-14 victory over Coe in Hoyt 02(i), Stuart S: Jack 
their Jone dual meeting. Hosea Engram Uso;s&) J134l, 
The 1974 championships will Donelan 058-67). Beloif Bob 
have six returning titlists, Chuck Ross'· top entrywill:ch 
although two of them - Andy pounder Dejin Mosby. lSS. 
Fairlie and John Walton, both of 
Coe - are scheduled to wrestle at 
different weights. 
Also in the defending sextet are 
Monmouth's Mike Castillo, 
winner of the last two years at 134 
and runner-up at 126 in 1971; 
Ripon's LeRoy Kirk , winner the 
last two years at 177 and runner-
up at 158 in 1971; and a pair of 
sophs , Cornell's Bill Thomsen 
026) and St. Olaf's Mike Turner 
042), who won their first titles 
last year . 
Fairlie, three-time champion 
at 158, will move up to 167 while 
Walton , winner last year at 190, 
will move down to 177 to make 
room for Dan Schmitt, a 1973 
runner-up at heavweight. Coe 
Coach Barron Bremner also will 
have top contenders in Tim Essex 
(118), Laverne Jackson (142) 
Larry Harkness 050) and Ji~ 
Baker (158). 
Joining Thomsen in Coach 
Merle Masonholder's Cornell 
lineup will be a host of talent 
including Jerry Ancona (118) 
Terry Shannon (134) Tony 
Pfiffner (142), Steve Kra'y 050) 
Women End 
Swim Semon 
. TJ!e Wom~en's swim team 
finished their season last 
Tuesday -agai~t Ripon takin 
the meet easily with a fiiiai scoJ 
of 5~ - 30. This win c:oblbined with 
a wm last week against the Green 
Bay YMCA brought the Vikes' 
record for the season to three 
wins and one loss. 
Against Green Bay the VIkes 
_met close competition and the 
meet might have ended in a tie. 
The Vikings surprised their 
opposition as well as Coach Gene 
J?avis, however, by markedly 
improving their time, in almost 
every event. The faster times 
were proven not a chance event 
as the swimmers performed 
equally as well against Ripon. 
New records were established at 
both meets. 
However , when veteran Jim 
Hisson donned the pads after a 
half hour delay , from then o_n the 
Bucs might just as well have 
stayed home. With the help of the 
Viking defensive corps of Tim 
Leisure and "Bobby" Corbett 
and George "Dallas" Stubbs and 
Tom "Archie" Hughes , "The Ar d h 
Snake" had to contend with a Oun t e Conference 
Tracy Funk (158), Jim Swift 
(167) , Gus Jakubsen Cl 77) and 
Jerry Wilson 090). 
Monmouth Coach Bill 
Fresliman- Muffy Scbumway 
broke her own record in the 100-
yd. In with ~-- time of 1:12.9. 
Freshman Melanie Johnson also 
bettered her previous time in the 
100-yd: breastroke with a time of 
1 :29.0. The relay team of senior 
Kathy Miller, juniors tilmcy Haw 
and Hannah Eisner and 
Schumway shattered the 400-yd. 
free relay record with a time ol 
4: 42.3. In the SO-yd. butterflY 
Kathy Meyers established a new 
record of 35.9,seconds. ~
the 200-yd. freestyle for the f!r5l 
time in Conferepce CODllM:_~~ 
Kathy Miller set a new J;l:\."'u 
with a time of 2:31.5, 
paltry 16 shots-on-goal. 
Saturday night, at the Hart- CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA-The 
meyer Arena, Lawrence again top two teams in the Midwest 
showed its finesse as the Vikings Co_nference are only percentage 
easily defeated UW-Whitewater pomts apart while the next three 
5-3. The Hawks were the only are separated by only a game and 
learn that Lawrence had not a half as the league opens its final 
faced and the adrenalin was two. weeks of play . 
flowing fast as a result. Ripon , which climbed into 
When the Yikes' second line fo~rth place with a 6-4 record , 
(which started the game ) will have _a shot at moving up 
returned from action, however , fu~ther this week when it hosts 
there was no doubt about the third-place Beloit (7-3) Friday 
eventual outcome. The GAG line night and second-place Coe (10-1} 
Saturday afternoon . 
Beloit , which took over 
Think Bonn! 
For Really Relevant Education Abroad 
The Ripon College International 
Study Center, 197~1975 
Apply Nowt 
. Write: Professor J. F. Hyde Jr 
Chairman, Departmt:nt of German and Di~ector ISC 
. Ripon College ' 
Ripon, Wisconsin 54971 
Officially Associated With Bonn U . . mvers1ty 
I 
\ 
\ 
possession of third place with a 
pair of victories last weekend 
will be at Lawrence ( 2-8; 
Saturday. 
Beloit , Ripon and Coe have not 
been eliminated mathematically 
from the championship but 
league-leading Monmouth enters 
the final two weeks with an un-
blemished 9-0 mark. Monmouth 
plays four of its final five games 
on the road and second-place Coe 
plays its final three away from 
home. 
ELLIE'S 
CORNER 
Wl'"r~ looking for any and all 
~1and1craft people who are 
mte_rcsted . in displaying and 
selhng thell" goods . 
~nything from macrame to 
silverwork to leatherwork will 
be considered. 
Call Ellie at 
i25-1~75 or 7:l!l-2!1fi8 
Sylvester & 
Nielsen, Inc. 
For the best buys in· 
SCHOOL SUPPLIES 
ART and 
DRAFTING SUPPLIES 
213E ~ 
,.__College Ave. ~, 
-, 
Reichow's top sextet behind 
Castillo will include Kerry Willis 
026) , Gary Geiger 042), Bill Izzi 
058), John Szaltis 077), Bob 
TombettaC190) and Ron Baker 
(hwt). 
The Oles and Redmen both will 
have a quartet of top contenders 
lo bac~ up their single defending 
champions . For St. Olaf Coach 
C_huck Lund er , the four will be 
Jim Sauter 026)' Bill Witt (134), 
Ron DeBlack (177) and Dennis 
Miller (hwt). For Ripon 's Bill 
Brooks, they will be Mike Van 
Boxel 067) , Dave Cisar 058) 
Nort Krauss 090) and Parke; 
V1voda (hwt). 
Top Yikes for Lawrence Coach 
Ail of the swimmer& dem~· 
strated that they were ffna!IY ~ 
top form with their CGJSISteD 
good swimming times. With ~ 
Joss of only one gradu;~ 
senior, the team sho.ul 
equally as strong ~· 
Curt Cohen-Hocke-J' 
_Ju~ior_center Curt Cohen is the 
Law, enhan's third " Player of th 
Week ". e 
C C?tain and GAG line center 
,, ur Co~en scored his first 1974 
hal -lnck " last Monda 
February II 1·n a 6 5 . t y, 
. ' - VIC ory 
ara inst Madison Tech (see 
s or~). Cohen finished the 
evening with t . him f" . wo assists giving 
ive pomts for the game 
w~~kt~o ither games in the sa.me 
in the ~-ken .set up the only goal 1 es 1-0 defeat of B 1 ·t College and t 11 · d e o1 l .' a 1e one goal and 
o7a,,:.ss1sts .against the University 1
~consm-Whitewater 
In nme games th f ·. . 
season the 5,8,, us ar mto the 
scored eight ' \50 lb. center has 
for 2l . goa s and 13 assists 
place 0 t~~':;sv, 'kgoo,d for second 1 es squad. 
